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MINUTES OF AN OPEN MEETING OF THE BOARD OF

DIRECTORS OF THE MONARCH FIRE PROTECTION

DISTRICT OF ST. LOUIS COUNTY, MISSOURI,

HELD ON TUESDAY, JUNE 18, 2019

  Chesterfield, Missouri

  June 18, 2019

BE IT REMEMBERED, that the Board of

Directors of the Monarch Fire Protection District

of Saint Louis County, Chesterfield, Missouri,

met at the Administration Building, of said

District, 13725 Olive Boulevard, in the City of

Chesterfield, County of Saint Louis, on Tuesday,

June 18, 2019, at 1:30 P.M. in an Open Board

Meeting.  At the above time and place the

following Officers and Directors were in

attendance.

 Rick Gans - President and Director 
 Jean Millner - Secretary and Director
 Robin Harris - Treasurer and Director
                
 
Also present: Chief Cary Spiegel
              B. C. Bill Long
             Atty. Matt Hoffman

        A quorum being present, Director 

Gans  called the meeting to order and announced

the Board of Directors meeting to be in session

for the transaction of any and all business to be

brought before it at this time.    
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1 P R O C E E D I N G S

2                                       1:31 P.M. 

3 DIRECTOR GANS: Call  to order the

4 Open Meeting of the Monarch Fire Protection

5 District Board of Directors.

6 Would you please rise and join me in

7 the Pledge of Allegiance?

8 (Whereupon, after all persons joined in

9 reciting the Pledge of Allegiance, the following

10 proceedings were had.)

11 DIRECTOR GANS: Approval of Agenda. 

12 Are there any changes to the Agenda?

13 DIRECTOR MILLNER:  I have none.

14 DIRECTOR HARRIS:  I have none.

15 CHIEF SPIEGEL:  I have none.

16 DIRECTOR GANS: The Agenda included

17 one change and -- and the change included, under

18 “Chief’s Report,” an item B.

19 Do you want to table that

20 discussion?

21 CHIEF SPIEGEL:   Yes, sir, I do.

22 DIRECTOR GANS:  I know the Agenda

23 says it, but that Agenda wasn’t put out before

24 the time period.

25 CHIEF SPIEGEL:  No, it was not.  It
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1 was --

2 DIRECTOR GANS:   The -- the item was

3 added, but it wasn’t tabled officially.

4 So we need to table it officially.

5 CHIEF SPIEGEL:  Then I would like to

6 amend the agenda and table item B on my report.

7 DIRECTOR GANS: All right.  Thank

8 you.

9 If there are no other changes, we’ll

10 move to Citizen Comments.

11 And I don’t think we have any

12 citizens who would like to comment, other than

13 the next item on the report.

14 So, that takes us to the President’s

15 Report.

16 And we have the 2018 Audit Report

17 from Hochchild, Bloom.

18 And I would ask that you come to the

19 microphone, Bob and introduce yourself and tell

20 us about our audit.

21 MISTER OFFERMAN:  Good afternoon,

22 everybody.

23 DIRECTOR GANS:   Good afternoon.

24 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   Good afternoon.

25 DIRECTOR GANS:   You need to say who
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1 you are and who you’re with.

2

3 MISTER OFFERMAN:  Okay.  Yeah, my

4 name is Robert Offerman.  I’m a CPA with

5 Hochschild, Bloom and Company.

6 We’re here in Chesterfield and we’ve

7 been your auditor.  This is the third year of us

8 preparing your audit report.

9 So, we’ll go over that, the audit

10 report, with the Directors and see if you have

11 any questions and comments.

12 I do have one addendum to pass out. 

13 Some -- something that’s been added to the

14 report.

15 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   Thank you.

16 CHIEF SPIEGEL:   Thanks.

17 MISTER OFFERMAN:  On the front of

18 your packet, that was given out, is a memo.  It

19 talks about the audit process.

20 It just says that we’re independent,

21 in respect to the District.

22 There were no disagreements or

23 difficulties, no fraud or illegal acts, no un-

24 corrected misstatements that would be material to

25 the financial statements.
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1 The audit was performed with the

2 U.S. generally accepted audit and standards and

3 it’s, number six, the most important thing,

4 management is responsible for selection and use

5 of audit, the accounting policies, accuracy of

6 the financial statements to make certain

7 representations to the auditor, including written

8 representations and for establishing and

9 maintaining effective internal control over the

10 financial statements.

11 And, number seven, you receive an

12 unmodified opinion that your financial statements

13 are prepared in accordance with U. S. Generally

14 Accepted Accounting Principles.

15 And then it says, -- there’s a memo

16 on the back about managing comments and we’ll

17 talk about that after we go through the financial

18 statements.

19 So, in -- in your -- in the

20 financial statements, the first thing in there is

21 the independent and auditors report; (not clear)

22 unmodified opinion.

23 On the second page is a copy of the

24 opinion paragraph that says your financial

25 statements are prepared in accordance with U.S.
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1 generally accepted accounting principles.

2 And then behind that is what’s

3 called the Management Discussion Analysis.

4 This is sort of the layman’s way to

5 read through and to understand what the actual

6 financial statements are -- mean, or are talking

7 about.

8 And on page five and -- page five

9 and six, is a summary of your government wide

10 financial statements.

11 So, your government wide financial

12 statements are a full accrual measurement of

13 accounting.

14 So, this is all the District’s

15 assets and liabilities, except for the VEBA, the

16 -- the Welfare Fund and your Pension Fund.  Your

17 Defined Contribution Pension Fund.

18 So, those assets and liabilities are

19 not included in this presentation.

20 So, the -- the balance sheet, or

21 statement of other assets, on page five, you’ll

22 see you have forty million, seven hundred

23 thousand of assets, except three and a half

24 million dollars, or 9.4 percent increase in the

25 assets.
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1 At the same time, you had just under

2 four million dollars of liabilities, which was up

3 two hundred twenty-one thousand, or six -- six

4 percent increase in your liabilities.

5 So, your net position, that’s your

6 assets minus your liabilities, you have

7 investments in capital assets, so that’s all your

8 property and -- and equipment, a little under ten

9 million dollars, 9.7 million dollars.

10 You have 2.3 million dollars.  It

11 says restricted.  That’s the restricted -- monies

12 restricted for the pension program, 2.3 million

13 dollars.

14 And then unrestricted is 24.8

15 million dollars.

16 That’s the monies that you have to

17 operate the -- the District.

18 And, so, if you look -- if you break

19 that down, it’s about 26 percent of your net

20 assets are invested in capital assets.

21 Six percent is restricted for

22 pension and 67 percent of your net positions,

23 which you have available to operate the District.

24 And on page six, -- (not clear) we

25 saw your position went up to 3.3 million dollars.
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1 At the top of the page is the

2 revenues.  The revenues were 24.5 million and

3 22.8, so your revenues were up nine and a half

4 percent or 2.1 million dollars.

5 So, the revenues -- where did the

6 revenues of the District come from?

7 Most of that money comes in for the

8 tax -- the tax levy, which is the 22 point --

9 almost 22.4 million dollars.

10 It was up 2.2 million dollars, or

11 eleven percent.

12 I want you to know, that’s because

13 of the tax levy that was, half of the year, was

14 increased and that’ll generate those extra tax

15 revenues.

16 Your program services revenues is

17 charges for services.  Under charges for services

18 are EMS fees and inspection permits.

19 And the details on -- isn’t shown

20 there, but the EMS fees were about one and a half

21 million dollars.

22 And they were about almost

23 $400,000.00 from the prior year.

24 And the reason for that is, the

25 District started charging residents, you know,
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1 ambulance fees, in June of 2017.

2 So, in ‘17, you only had a half a

3 year of ambulance fees charged to residents.

4 So that caused that $400,000.00

5 increase.

6 So we think in 2019 there’ll be

7 another $400,000.00 increase in the ambulance

8 fees.

9 And inspections for 2018 were

10 $402,000.00, compared to nine-fifty-two.

11 And the reason that the inspection

12 fees were down so much is you had two projects

13 going on in your District in 2017.  Two large

14 projects that had fees of $557,000.00 for those

15 two projects.

16 When you take those two out, your --

17 your average inspection fees for 2018 were

18 $888.00 per property.

19 And in the prior year, it’s 871.

20 So, their real -- real similar. 

21 About a $17.00 difference increase in your -- in

22 your permit fees, if -- if once you take those

23 two large projects out.

24 But, the charges for services in --

25 that represents eight percent of your revenues.
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1 And then the other one percent of

2 your revenues are investment income.

3 It’s -- were rising interest rates.

4 Investment income was up $63,000.00 at 104,000.

5 Miscellaneous revenues, 76,000.

6 And gain on sale of capital assets

7 at $10,000.00.

8 So, twenty-four and a half million

9 dollars came in.

10 Twenty -- 21.2 million went out of

11 the District.  So you have the surplus of the 3.2

12 million dollars.

13 And that will -- the change is on

14 the final report, but, that -- the -- the

15 difference between 2017 and ‘18 is a million-

16 eight and that -- that num -- the percentage

17 there should not have the brackets on there.

18 So, 129 percent increase of the net

19 position between 2017 and ‘18.

20 So, then, that position went from

21 thirty-three and a half million to thirty-six

22 million dollars in the current history year.

23 Oh, on the bottom of page seven is

24 the -- this is a snapshot of your capital assets.

25 You have almost eleven million, 10.7
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1 million dollars of capital assets; that

2 historical costs of your property.

3 That minus depreciation.

4 You had land of two and half

5 million, {dubbing} the 3.8 million and 4.4

6 million dollars in vehicles and equipment.

7 And we’ll look at some -- in a

8 little detail on this.

9 As a matter of fact, should -- about

10 -- by 1.4 million dollars, through the year, you

11 had a million dollars of depreciation.

12 That -- so then that changes about

13 a $275,000.00 increase in the capital assets.

14 And if you’ll turn over to page ten,

15 there’s a {journey} of your government wide

16 financial statements.  Just -- this is, unlike

17 the {EMO} this shows the detail.

18 Cash investments, the first two line

19 items, are about 15 million dollars.

20 Receivables for taxes and EMS

21 billings are about 13.4 million dollars.

22 And then you have prepaid items,

23 about -- about 1.3 million dollars.

24 And then there’s capital assets, is

25 at 10.7 million dollars.  Those two left-siders.
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1 So, you got 40 million and 700,000

2 of assets.

3 You got -- the dis -- the District

4 does not have much in the way of liability.

5 You only have four million dollars

6 in liabilities.

7 About one and a half million, if you

8 take the -- the first {forty} line items there,

9 about a one and a half million dollars, the

10 short-term liabilities, that’s about 40 percent

11 of your liabilities.

12 And the -- the long-term

13 liabilities, which is, if you look at ‘em, it’s

14 complicated a {absences} and capital {live}

15 leases, 2.4 million dollars.

16 And then on -- on page eleven,

17 there’s a detail showing you the revenues and

18 expenses on a government wide bases.

19 Showing expenses of 21 million

20 dollars, the charges for services of almost two

21 million dollars.

22 So, your -- your net expenses are 19

23 million dollars and your -- your general revenues

24 are the 22.6 million dollars, that give you a

25 surplus of 3.2 million dollars for the 2018
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1 fiscal year.

2 So, start on page 12, these are your

3 fund financial statements, which fund financial

4 statements are modified accrual bases of

5 accounting.

6 So, the government wide are full

7 accrual measurements.  The -- their funds are

8 modified accrual.  This is for how you do your

9 budgeting and it’s almost like, I’d say, sort of

10 like a checkbook method of accounting.

11 Because then when you look at your

12 government fund, if you -- if you buy a new

13 ladder or a pumper truck, it just gets expend --

14 all capital assets get expense, like one of your

15 -- your long-term liabilities don’t show up on

16 your governmental funds.

17 So, your -- there’s four

18 governmental funds on here.  The general,

19 ambulance, dispatching and the pension.

20 So, the total net assets, or the

21 total assets on the governmental funds are 31.1

22 million dollars, whereas when we looked at the

23 government wide, they were almost 41 million

24 dollars.

25 So, that’s because the capital
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1 assets, which were ten million dollars are not

2 included in here.

3 And then, liabilities, you have 2.3

4 million dollars of liabilities, which are all

5 short-term liabilities.

6 Accounts payable, payroll and --and

7 accompany fund balances.

8 So, that’s the 2.3 million dollars.

9 And then beyond your funds, you have

10 some deferred inflows, or resources, making (one

11 word not clear) measurements if you have deferred

12 inflows and out-flows.

13 If -- if you have deferred inflows,

14 then what those are, those are, those are part of

15 the tax levy that was not recognized in this

16 fiscal year.

17 If something doesn’t come in, the --

18 the tax -- the part of the tax levy doesn’t come

19 in within 60 days of your fiscal year and it gets

20 carried over to Two Thousand -- the next fiscal

21 year, which will be 2019.

22 So, the -- the deferred tax revenues

23 are four million dollars and the EMS fees of a

24 $135,000.00.

25 So, those are deferred revenues.
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1 So you have plenty of funds.

2 You have -- the fund balance is 24.6

3 million dollars in all the funds.

4 The fund with the general fund, 16.4

5 million.  And that -- that represents -- if you

6 look at the un -- the unassigned for six million

7 dollars, that’s about six and a half months of

8 operation.

9 And if you take the assigned, or the

10 committed for -- or, not the committed, but the

11 assigned for the assessment year tax levy, that’s

12 the part -- that’s the part of the 2018 tax levy

13 that was collected and recognized as the 9.8

14 million dollars.

15 So, that’s about ten and a half

16 million.

17 So, you have -- you have about 15

18 months of -- of reserves in your fund balance in

19 your general fund.

20 So, that’s -- it’s -- again, it’s

21 the -- so, now, you went for -- you’ll see your

22 revenues come in under the tax levy.  You only

23 have a tax levy once a year.

24 So that money gets accumulated and

25 that’s what -- it’s how you operate the -- the
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1 District all year is off those funds.

2 And then the ambulance fund has a

3 fund balance of 6.2 million dollars and so that

4 -- it’s committed for ambulance services.

5 So, that’s a -- that’s a dedicated

6 tax levy that has to be used for ambulance

7 services.

8 And then the dispatching fund is

9 you’re a participate of the Central County 911

10 dispatching.

11 So you’re committed for all the

12 monies out of the tax levy that comes in for the

13 dispatching.  Part of the tax levy gets -- and

14 sent over to Central 911 dispatching.

15 So, there’s -- there’s no fund

16 balance there.

17 And then the pension revenue fund is

18 -- this is not the pension, like, this is not the

19 conduit and you -- you have four separate tax

20 levies.

21 So the -- the pension levy then gets

22 accounted for separately.

23 And you have a fund balance of 1.9

24 million dollars.

25 So that’s the 2018 monies being
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1 collected under the 2018 tax levy that will be

2 used to fund the 2019 pension and the -- the VEBA

3 contribution.

4 So that’s your fund balances.

5 On page 13, there’s a reconciliation

6 between the funds, showing that the funds had a

7 fund balance of 24.6 million in the government

8 wide, 36.8 million dollars.

9 And then the -- the differences in

10 there, the capital assets at 10.7 million, the

11 deferred property and the EMS fees and then a

12 penance on the -- on the long-term liabilities

13 was about 2.6 million dollars.

14 So, on page 14, then, is -- is the

15 funds.  Here’s what’s generated from the funds.

16 And it’s all the way down to the

17 third line from the bottom and all the way to the

18 right.

19 You know, the fund kinda surplused 

20 (sic) at 3.1 million dollars. 

21 You hit -- your revenues at the top

22 were 24.6 million.

23 Your expenses were 21.5.

24 And you can see each of the funds

25 kinda surplused; you have the general fund at a
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1 little over a million, the ambulance fund, a

2 million-six and the pension fund, 375,000.

3 Other finances sources and uses, --

4 so, -- so, -- so, there was a -- an amount

5 budgeted and approved by the Board to transfer

6 one million two hundred and seventy-five thousand

7 dollars out of the ambulance fund to the -- they

8 put that in the general.

9 So, you have four dedicated property

10 levies, so this money has to be used.  Under

11 state law, you have -- based on that -- this

12 specific property tax levy.

13 The -- the EMS fees that the

14 District, with the -- under the direction of the

15 -- the Board, they have the latitude then to move

16 money for the EMS billings, that -- the EMS

17 billings are not restricted money.

18 So, there was one million two

19 hundred and seventy-five thousand dollars moved

20 from the ambulance to the general fund.

21 And, like I said, that was budgeted

22 and approved transfer.

23 On that budget you can see the --

24 the inspection, that doesn’t have a fund balance

25 and we talked about that -- that money gets all
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1 sent over to the Central 911 Dispatching Service.

2 On page --

3 DIRECTOR GANS:   Bob, I -- I have a

4 question.

5 MISTER OFFERMAN:  Sure.

6 DIRECTOR GANS:   How is that

7 different than the pension revenue all being

8 distributed in the pension --

9 MISTER OFFERMAN:  Hm-hm.

10 DIRECTOR GANS:    -- allocation?

11 MISTER OFFERMAN:  Right.  So, the

12 money under the pension tax levy comes as a --

13 so, the tax levy all comes in from the same

14 place.

15 The county collects all the taxes

16 and they charge one and a half percent to do the

17 (one word not clear) and the collection.

18 As they collect it, they turn it

19 over to the District.

20 And then the District staff and (one

21 word not clear) staff then separates those

22 monies, specifically, as a tax levy between the

23 -- the four funds.

24 And, so, the part of the levy that

25 comes in under the pension fund, then that’s
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1 withheld and that -- that’s why I call it a

2 conduit fund, held in that fund until such time

3 as you make -- the District makes the

4 contribution into the pension fund and into the

5 VEBA for the year.

6 DIRECTOR GANS:   So the end results

7 the same, but the process is a different one --

8 MISTER OFFERMAN:  Yeah.

9 DIRECTOR GANS:    -- one case.

10 MISTER OFFERMAN:  Ever had --

11 DIRECTOR GANS:   It’s automatic --

12 MISTER OFFERMAN:   Michelle --

13 DIRECTOR GANS:    -- and in the

14 other case, the Board has to take action for the

15 pension.

16 MS. DEPEW:  And -- and in most of

17 the representation, it’s a timing difference.

18 It’s a timing difference, so we

19 would’ve collected the 1.9 and you’ll see that

20 via disbursement in 2019.

21 So, it’s a timing difference.

22 That’s why it’s not a zero.

23 So, the amount dispersed for 2018 as

24 a 1.8 million would’ve been the prior year --

25 MISTER OFFERMAN:  Yeah.
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1 MS. DEPEW:   -- correction.

2  So, it’d be a timing difference.

3 DIRECTOR GANS:   But there’s a

4 timing difference on the Central County funds

5 received, as well.

6 MS. DEPEW:  The difference here is

7 also with the (not clear).  It’s -- it’s greater

8 than the 60 days necessary to -- to (one word not

9 clear) it out.

10 DIRECTOR GANS:   Okay.

11 MS. DEPEW:  For the Central County,

12 it’s not greater than the 60 days to (one word

13 not clear) it out.

14 DIRECTOR GANS:   That’s true.  Okay.

15 MISTER OFFERMAN:  Yeah, so, it’s --

16 and it’s only once a year you actually fund the

17 pension.  Right?

18 MS. DEPEW:  That is correct.

19 MISTER OFFERMAN:  And the VEBA.

20 So, then, -- I figured you looked --

21 you make -- you make that up.  Right, Michelle?

22 You make up the schedule, --

23 MS. DEPEW:  Well, --

24 MISTER OFFERMAN:   -- or, who makes

25 up that schedule?
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1 MS. DEPEW:  Well, the schedules

2 really get  (One word not clear) by --

3 MISTER OFFERMAN:  I see.

4 MS. DEPEW:   -- the deposits in St.

5 Louis County.  And then the actuarial (one word

6 not clear) being able to get the report, --

7 MISTER OFFERMAN:  Yeah.

8 MS. DEPEW:   -- which is why there

9 is a tiny difference.

10 MISTER OFFERMAN:  Yeah.

11 MS. DEPEW:  It’s just past the 60

12 days in order to make that contribution.

13 MISTER OFFERMAN:  Hm-hm.

14 MS. DEPEW:  The contribution happens

15 closer to March, --

16 MISTER OFFERMAN:  Yeah.

17 MS. DEPEW:   -- due to the timing of

18 the actual parties involved.

19 MISTER OFFERMAN:  Hm-hm.

20 Okay with that?

21 DIRECTOR GANS:   Yes.  Thank you.

22 MISTER OFFERMAN:  And, so, -- so, on

23 page 16, this is your welfare benefit fund, the

24 VEBA.

25 The VEBA had about five and a --
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1 about 5.4 million dollars of assets, $400,000.00

2 of liabilities, so, 4.9 million dollars is

3 available to the fund for benefits.

4 And on page, the next page, 17, the

5 investments in this, in the VEBA fund, actually

6 lost money for the 2018 year, for about

7 $93,000.00.

8 You put in $272,000.00.  The -- the 

9 two-seventy-two was part of the pension tax levy

10 that went in and then that’s been separated

11 between the money to get funded into the pension

12 and the monies that go to the VEBA.

13 The benefit payments were

14 $384,000.00 and the disability payments,

15 $68,000.00.

16 You had some insurance for

17 $34,000.00.

18 And the big change on this, too, in

19 addition to the assets not returning a positive

20 result, the professional fees, $73,000.00.

21 And, so, professional fees under

22 this VEBA are usually less than $2,000.00, but

23 this was -- you contracted with a lawfirm and

24 counsel Polsinelli.  I think the redraft, the

25 plan document, or look at the language in then
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1 plan document and then they came up with a

2 problem on taxability of some of the benefits.

3 And so those end up being $71,000.00

4 of legal fees associated with the VEBA, which is

5 -- like I said, that’s -- that’s a anomaly, if

6 not -- the VEBA fees for this program are

7 normally around $2,000.00.

8 And you have administrative expenses

9 at $13,000.00.

10 But the -- so the VEBA went down by

11 $293,000.00.

12 DIRECTOR GANS:   In your experience,

13 that investment income loss like that, in a year

14 like 2018, doesn’t seem good.

15 MISTER OFFERMAN:  Yeah.  It’s --

16 DIRECTOR GANS:   And it’s not --

17 MISTER OFFERMAN:  I’d agree --

18 DIRECTOR GANS:    -- good to --

19 MISTER OFFERMAN:   -- with that.

20 DIRECTOR GANS:    -- lose money.

21 MISTER OFFERMAN:  No.

22 DIRECTOR GANS:    That’s not the --

23 that’s really not what the plan --

24 MISTER OFFERMAN:  Right.

25 DIRECTOR GANS:   -- (not clear.)
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1 MISTER OFFERMAN:  Agreed.  And with

2 the --

3 DIRECTOR GANS:   Yeah.

4 MISTER OFFERMAN:   -- the market --

5 DIRECTOR GANS:   It -- it --

6 MISTER OFFERMAN:  -- conditions of

7 the --

8 DIRECTOR GANS:    -- probably

9 shouldn’t be happening.

10 MISTER OFFERMAN:  Right.

11 DIRECTOR GANS:   Okay.

12 MISTER OFFERMAN:  Unless, -- it

13 depends on the, you know, the -- your -- (not

14 clear), you know, what type of investments, you

15 know, the money in the VEBA investments.

16 We’ll look.  And there’s a

17 disclosure of all of that in here.

18 So, the -- the footnotes, there’s a

19 lot of footnotes, starting on page 18.

20 So, if you go to page 21, there’s --

21 at the top, there’s allowance for doubtful

22 accounts.

23 So, the property tax levy ended up

24 being -- it’s based on experience of collect-

25 ability.
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1 And, actually, about nine bases

2 points, if you add up the four different levies

3 there, the hundred and six-sixty-three --ten and

4 nineteen, it’s right around $200,000.00 of

5 allowance of un-collect-ability.

6 Like I said, that’s a little less

7 than one percent.

8 And then the EMS fees are calculated

9 a little differently.

10 So, with -- there’s (one word not

11 clear) a hundred percent of any of the un-

12 collected fees that are over 90 days, and then

13 plus 50 percent of the -- of the (one word not

14 clear) balance.

15 There’s a lot of the ambulance fees

16 that get zero based on experience aren’t

17 collected.

18 So, that’s -- allowances is set up.

19 So, really, when you -- when you

20 look from year-to-year, the change in allowance

21 wouldn’t have a significant impact on the

22 District’s financial statements.

23 At the bottom of 22, then, it talks

24 about the tax levy.

25 So, the -- it says 2018 tax rate,
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1 which is true.  That’s the 2018 tax levy.  But,

2 that -- that’s something you live on in 2019.

3 You start to collect, you know, the

4 -- the District is, you know, sets up the rates,

5 they get billed by the county and about the first

6 part of October, tax base starts paying the money

7 in, you know, in October, November, December and

8 we -- we will then (not clear) that (not clear)

9 all the way out to the end of February.

10 But the levy -- and the District did

11 increase their levy in 2018.

12 You can see the -- that the

13 residential rate went up almost twelve cents,

14 11.7 tenths.

15 And the -- the commercial rate went

16 up about 4.1 cents.

17 And then the -- the resi -- the

18 personal property rate did not change.

19 Now, -- but, I did look -- there’s

20 about 24 fire districts in -- in St. Louis County

21 and I think you have even -- even with these rate

22 increases, you have taken voluntary reductions in

23 years prior to this.

24 You upped your rate, which was

25 justified by your budget.
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1 But, even with these rate increases,

2 you’re -- you’re still about the third lowest. 

3 Your tax rates are like the third lowest of all

4 the districts in St. Louis County.

5 And significantly lower than some of

6 ‘em.

7 DIRECTOR GANS:   Like, a third, --

8 MISTER OFFERMAN:  Yeah, a third.

9 DIRECTOR GANS:    -- of what most --

10 MISTER OFFERMAN:  So, like I said,

11 I think you do a good job of -- of managing your

12 money.

13 And, then, the second to the last

14 line talks about the assessed value, which was

15 about 2.5 billion dollars and it -- it was only

16 up seven bases points, but 2018 is not a

17 reassessment year, 2019's a reassessment year.

18 And I know our -- our county

19 assessor dates -- I mean, everybody’s got

20 significant increases in their assessed value.

21 But, that doesn’t necessarily mean

22 that residents will pay more, or that the

23 District will get more money ‘cause there’s a --

24 a Hancock Amendment.

25 So, if you’re -- if you own a home
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1 in -- in the District, your house went up by 15

2 percent.

3 If that -- if that’s the average,

4 you -- your -- the taxes you pay for the District

5 will probably remain about the same.

6 Now, if yours went up 15 and the

7 average is 10, then you’re going to pay a little

8 more than you did in -- in the past.

9 And they’ll provide a -- my tax

10 payers are upset over the effects and you’ve

11 probably heard some of it.

12 But, -- but, that’s like I said. 

13 This doesn’t necessarily mean that -- that you

14 will pay more tax.  It just depends on how well

15 the other properties in the District get valued.

16 Over on page 24, the -- the -- by

17 state statutes, on -- under -- under deposits and

18 in that second paragraph, in the second sentence, 

19 says the amount of uninsured, un-collateralized

20 deposits amounted to 1.6 million dollars on

21 December 31st, 2018.

22 So it was immediately corrected on

23 January 2nd.

24 I just pointed out to you that --

25 and I guess you’re gonna have a discussion with
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1 your financial institution, but, you know, this

2 is not uncommon.

3 MS. DEPEW:  And I --

4 MISTER OFFERMAN:   Yeah.

5 MS. DEPEW:   -- can speak to this. 

6 This is because St. Louis County was late on

7 doing a deposit and we were hit on December 31st

8 ‘cause UMB is in -- is in touch with all of the

9 --

10 MISTER OFFERMAN:  Hm-hm.

11 MS. DEPEW:   -- districts and all of

12 the people that they make their deposits to.

13 And it was significantly higher than

14 we had known about when we got our first deposit

15 in December.  That’s why it was immediately

16 posted in January.

17 MISTER OFFERMAN:  Hm-hm.

18 MS. DEPEW:  But, then, I think

19 you’ll find these (two words not clear) amounts

20 as of December 31st the most of the District --

21 MISTER OFFERMAN:  Hm-hm.

22 MS. DEPEW:   -- (not clear) entities

23 that received these deposits late in St. Louis

24 County.

25 MISTER OFFERMAN:  Yeah.  There’s
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1 just an anomaly of --

2 MS. DEPEW:  Yes.

3 A VOICE: (Inaudible.)

4 MS. DEPEW:  It did come on the 31st.

5 A VOICE: (Inaudible.)

6 MS. DEPEW:  They had no time to --

7 to --

8 DIRECTOR GANS:   So, you may not

9 speak from the audience, but you can join Bob, --

10 (General chuckles.)

11 DIRECTOR GANS:    -- because this is

12 being recorded.

13 A VOICE: (Inaudible.)

14 MISTER OFFERMAN:  (Not under-

15 standable.)

16 (General laughter.)

17 MISTER OFFERMAN:  At the bottom of

18 page 24, then, there is a breakdown of the

19 investments that the District has.

20 You have a certificate of deposit.

21 And, those are actually in what’s

22 called CDRS.  So, like, if -- if the bank then

23 loans that money out to other financial -- other

24 banks, so that -- so that the (not clear) covered

25 by FDIC insurance.
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1 And then the fiduciary funds there,

2 that’s the VEBA.  The 5.3 million dollars, which

3 had four million in annuities, mutual funds,

4 $900,300.00 and those savings left in trusts.

5 And 33,000 in there.  Limited

6 partnership.

7 And then on page -- on page 26,

8 there’s a -- I’ll point this out for the

9 Directors.

10 There’s a -- under -- there’s a lot

11 of disclosures about fair value and measurement

12 of investments.

13 But, on -- on that number three, and

14 then down towards the bottom, it says, the

15 District has the following investments measured

16 at that asset value, NAV, as of December 31st,

17 2018.

18 So, there’s two real estate accounts

19 that are investing vehicles held by the VEBA.

20 One’s a (not clear) and then there’s

21 a (not clear) realty.

22 So the (not clear) is about 179,000

23 and 133,000 in the American Realty investments.

24 But, those are not -- they’re not

25 publically traded securities.
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1 So, as real estate trust, they’re

2 actually measured by the investment managers

3 themselves and then they publish the market value

4 based on the units that you own in those

5 investments.

6 So, not -- not that they’re

7 necessarily more risky.  It’s just how -- how

8 they get valued.

9 They’re not, you know, traded on the

10 public market.

11 Let’s see.  Go over to -- on -- on

12 top of page 27, yeah, this -- this (not clear)

13 value here has oversight over five districts in

14 St. Louis County.

15 And there’s certain things in your

16 report, one being what the Directors fees and

17 benefits have to be reported in the District’s

18 report.

19 Likewise, the insurance coverage

20 here at the bottom of page 27.  That’s, also,

21 required by the state auditor to be included in

22 the District’s financial statement.

23 So, there’s disclosure there of what

24 the fees and benefits paid to the Directors were,

25 and the insurance coverage.
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1 On the top of page 28, and we talked

2 a little bit about your capital assets, the 10.7

3 million dollars, so they -- the -- the second

4 column over there, increases, see, but, the

5 District purchased about 1.4 million dollars of

6 capital assets.

7 And so about 1.1 million dollars in

8 depreciation in value assets.

9 So, -- and totally, it went up

10 $278,000.00, but “volumes,” the district bought,

11 the significant items, you bought a new pumper

12 for 541,000; you bought some service vehicles,

13 three of ‘em for $138,000.00.

14 You bought a new ambulance for

15 $256,000.00 and a maintenance truck for 32,000.

16 So, all of those vehicles were

17 968,000.  It’s about 70 percent of what you

18 bought during the year and then another

19 $411,000.00 that was spent on various, you know,

20 defibrillators and emergency equipment and -- and

21 some repairs at -- at some of the Fire Houses.

22 You -- you disposed there, in the

23 third column, $643,000.00 of capital assets.

24 Down at the bottom says 4,000.

25 So there were basically assets,
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1 other assets that were fully depreciated.

2 And, then, some of them were

3 actually sold.

4 They sold a 1998 pumper for -- not

5 (not clear) you got rid of the ‘98 pumper for

6 282,000.  I think it was sold for 10,000.

7 You had two 2007 Suburban’s.  They

8 originally cost $85,000.00 and they were sold,

9 collect -- collectively, about -- about 5,000

10 between the two of ‘em.

11 And there was twenty -- seventy-

12 seven thousand dollars of other old assets that’s

13 no longer in use with the District, like old

14 computers, cell phones.

15 There’s -- there’s, you know,

16 communication equipment that the District no

17 longer uses.

18 At the bottom of 28, then, it --

19 your long-term debt is -- is the capital leases

20 and the compensated absences.

21 The capital leases, 121 million. 

22 You paid off a hundred thousand, so about a

23 million dollars left on the capital leases.

24 And the compensated absences, like

25 come from almost 1.6 or 1.61, or six-fifty, so
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1 2.6 million dollars is your -- is your long-term

2 liability.

3 So, it’s fit for a District this

4 size, (not clear) if you don’t -- the District

5 doesn’t have much liability and it doesn’t have

6 much in the way of long-term debt.

7 Then on the next page, it -- it does

8 show you that on the capitalized vehicle leases

9 it shows you the payments that -- that are

10 scheduled out for the next ten years.  It’s to

11 pay off those -- those leases.

12 And on page 30, there in the middle

13 there’s a -- we saw that.  The money that came

14 into the pension revenues are only -- about 1.8

15 million was paid out.

16 But there in the pension fund, the

17 second paragraph all the way at the bottom line,

18 so, one million five forty-six was put into the

19 -- the pension fund.

20 And then the -- on the next page, 

21 I’ll note (one word not clear) at the bottom, two

22 hundred -- about 273,000 was put into the VEBA

23 program.

24 So, that’s the -- so the tax levy

25 gets collected and then specifically it gets paid
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1 out to -- for those two benefit programs for the

2 employees.

3 On the top of 32, it talks a little

4 bit about that transfer from the ambulance fund

5 to the general fund.

6 And so those -- so that -- that was

7 not the property tax levy, but that was ambulance

8 fees that are not restricted and then they were

9 transferred between those two funds.

10 And on page -- page 33, there’s a

11 disclosure about tax abatements.

12 And so there’s -- there’s some

13 projects in the city that have been given tax

14 relief and the tax abatements then, on those

15 properties, are about $341,000.00.

16 And I think both of those just -- I

17 don’t think the Directors even approve of -- I

18 think they’re approved by St. Louis County. So.

19 Some subsequent events, was -- you

20 purchased a new ambulance at $260,000.

21 So, it was a commitment for that at

22 the end of the year, that probably then -- and if

23 it’s coming yet, but that ambulance was approved.

24 The ambulance.

25 And behind that is -- is the dis --
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1 the disclosures of -- of your budget to actual

2 for each of the four funds, each of the four

3 property tax levies.

4 And, so, like in the first one, the

5 general fund, the expenditures were under budget

6 expenses (sic) And like these were 396,000.

7 And the next page is the ambulance

8 fund.  They were $80,000.00.

9 It -- the expenditures were under

10 budgeted.

11 But, then, the -- the next few and

12 the inspection fund and the -- and the pension

13 fund, act -- the -- the actual expenditures were

14 actually over budget.

15 (Not clear) 2,000 on the dispatching

16 fund and $122,000.00 on the pension fund.

17 And that’s why we -- we passed out

18 that other amended, or information that’s to be

19 added to the -- to the footnote, showing that

20 those two funds are (not clear) statutes that

21 came out the -- the -- you can’t spend more than

22 the funded budgeted.

23 But, the -- so the Directors

24 approved these dispend -- expenditures, but the

25 budget was never amended to include those
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1 expenditures, so --

2 MS. DEPEW:  And I’ll speak to that.

3 That is due to -- let me speak to

4 that.

5 That’s due to the new (one word not

6 clear) the voluntary tax levy.

7 So, the first time, Central County,

8 we ended up paying them more than our original

9 initial budget, because the dollars that we

10 approved the budget, prior to them moving the

11 voluntary tax deductions, until the dollars came

12 in, it still remains a wash.

13 But when we did the budget amendment

14 for the general and the ambulance fund, we did

15 not take out the dispatch fund and the pension

16 fund.

17 They still were dollars for dollar. 

18 We just didn’t amend the dollars, based upon the 

19 (not clear).

20 MISTER OFFERMAN:  Hm-hm.

21 MS. DEPEW:  That makes sense.

22 MISTER OFFERMAN:  Hm-hm.  Because,

23 from a governmental accounting perspective, that

24 -- it -- the budget is a little different from a

25 commercial company ‘cause it -- the initial
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1 target numbers, as you -- you think you’re meet

2 yourself, your budget, but there are also --

3 there’s also, you know, approval of

4 appropriations.

5 So the budget -- that’s why your

6 expenditures should -- your actual expenditures

7 should be less than -- than -- than the final

8 budget -- the (one word not clear) shows that the

9 expenditures were all approved by the Board.

10 And that’s why there’s a little

11 difference and -- and sometimes people don’t

12 understand that.

13 And, then, behind that is, -- is --

14 there’s a -- a discussion about procedures your

15 financial statements are audited.  It’s what’s

16 called the Yellow Book. Federal Auditing

17 Standards.

18 So, there’s just a report of

19 government auditing standards, there.

20 And then on page 41 and 42.

21 And then behind the next, the yellow

22 sheet of paper, is what’s called “Our

23 Management,” -- our (one word not clear) of

24 management, or management letter.

25 And, usually, there’s -- there’s a
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1 -- if you go all the way back to the schedule

2 that shows the findings, so, I think the -- the

3 chief and your finance officer should be

4 commended for this.

5 It’s kind of unusual -- but, first

6 off, we don’t have any findings for 2018, which

7 is good.  That’s unusual.

8 But, not only that, but they took

9 the time and efforts, during the year, to clean

10 up all of the -- the prior, you know, years

11 findings that hadn’t been corrected.

12 So, I know we talked to ‘em a couple

13 of times during the year, but the chief and --

14 and Michelle both went through -- addressed all

15 these items and saw that they were cleaned up,

16 which -- which is, really, they should be

17 commended, I think, that they --

18 DIRECTOR GANS:   Hold on, one

19 moment.

20 Good work.

21 (General chuckles.)

22 DIRECTOR GANS:   And I saw that when

23 I reviewed what we received in the draft report.

24 And it’s the first time I remember

25 getting one with no recommendations.
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1 MISTER OFFERMAN:  Hm-hm.

2 DIRECTOR GANS:   No findings.

3 So, --

4 MISTER OFFERMAN:  Yeah.

5 DIRECTOR GANS:    -- extra big. 

6 Good work.

7 MISTER OFFERMAN:  Hm-hm.  And taking

8 the time to clean up.  Because some of these,

9 these (not clear) some of these take some time to

10 do.

11 DIRECTOR GANS:   Right.

12 MISTER OFFERMAN:  So, they -- they

13 were studious and took the time to address these

14 items and clean ‘em all up.

15  So, like I said, they should be

16 commended for that.

17  So, do the Directors have any

18 questions, or comments about the audit?

19 DIRECTOR HARRIS:     It speaks for

20 itself.

21 DIRECTOR GANS:   None, other than

22 what I’ve already asked, I have no others.

23 Anyone else?

24 DIRECTOR HARRIS:     I have none.

25 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   No, I -- I
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1 don’t.

2 DIRECTOR GANS:   All right.  Thank

3 you, Bob.

4 Good work, as usual.

5 MISTER OFFERMAN:  I want -- I want

6 to thank the District for the, you know, like I

7 said, the -- the staff’s doing a good job, which

8 is much appreciated and I hope the taxpayers

9 appreciate it.

10 DIRECTOR HARRIS:     We, as well,

11 are hoping the taxpayers appreciate it.

12 MISTER OFFERMAN:  So, --

13 DIRECTOR GANS:   They -- they’d be

14 complaining if they didn’t appreciate it.  That’s

15 kinda the way it works.

16 MISTER OFFERMAN:  The way it works. 

17 Yeah.

18 DIRECTOR GANS:   Yeah.

19 MS. DEPEW:  Director Gans, will you

20 pass a motion to approve the audit, so we can

21 send it to the state.

22 DIRECTOR GANS:   How could I -- how

23 could we not?

24 MS. DEPEW:  Thank you.

25 DIRECTOR GANS:   All right.  I will
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1 make a motion to approve the 2018 Audit as

2 prepared and presented to the Board.

3 Do I hear a second?

4 DIRECTOR HARRIS:     Second.

5 DIRECTOR GANS:   Discussion?

6 (No response.)

7 DIRECTOR GANS:   All in favor?

8 DIRECTOR MILLNER:  Aye.

9 DIRECTOR HARRIS:  Aye.

10 DIRECTOR GANS:   Aye.

11 Motion passes three to nothing.

12 MISTER OFFERMAN:  Okay.  I’ll let

13 you know, too, usually my partner, Jim, would be

14 here.

15 Actually, he’s more involved in the

16 audit process than I am.

17 DIRECTOR GANS:   You never let him

18 talk, anyway, so, --

19 (General chuckles.)

20 MISTER OFFERMAN:  I’ll let him talk

21 a little bit, so the -- but, he -- he’s -- he’s

22 got two children and he’s got a -- his one and

23 only son and he’s had problems since birth.

24 And, you know.  So his son’s in the

25 hospital.  They were doing tests on him.  They’re
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1 thinking they’re doing an operation on his brain,

2 actually.

3 But, Jim told me this morning that

4 they’re going to be able to do it.  So.

5 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   Well, give him

6 my best.

7 DIRECTOR GANS:   Yeah.  Please do.

8 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   Just give him my

9 best.

10 MISTER OFFERMAN:  Yeah, it’s hard

11 when you have children that are sick.  And --

12 DIRECTOR GANS:   Right.

13 MISTER OFFERMAN:   -- need help.

14 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   Yeah.  Yeah. 

15 Sure.

16 CHIEF SPIEGEL:   Bob, your staff was

17 great to work with, too.

18 MISTER OFFERMAN:  Well, thank you,

19 for your help.

20 Yeah.

21 DIRECTOR GANS:   All right.  And

22 that concludes the President’s Report.

23 On to the Secretary’s Report.

24 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   I have different

25 issues to discuss.
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1 All right.  I do have a couple of

2 things.  It seems we have some Minutes that need

3 approval.

4 I move for the approval of the Open

5 Meeting Minutes for June 6, 2019 and June 13,

6 2019.

7 DIRECTOR GANS:   Second the motion.

8 Discussion?

9 (No response.)

10 DIRECTOR GANS:   All in favor?

11 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   Aye.

12 DIRECTOR HARRIS:     Aye.

13 DIRECTOR GANS:   Aye.

14 Motion passes three to nothing.

15 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   I also move for

16 the approval of the Closed Meeting Minutes from

17 June 19, 2019 and June 13, 2019.

18 DIRECTOR GANS:   I will second the

19 motion.

20 Any discussion?

21 (No response.)

22 DIRECTOR GANS:   All in favor?

23 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   Aye.

24 DIRECTOR HARRIS:  Aye.

25 DIRECTOR GANS:   Aye.
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1 Motion passes three to nothing.

2 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   All right.  We,

3 also, have some bids for the elevated platform.

4 CHIEF SPIEGEL:   Four.

5 DIRECTOR MILLNER: Yes.  We have four

6 bids.

7 Chief, were these bids received

8 sealed and on time?

9 CHIEF SPIEGEL:   Yes, ma’am, they

10 were.

11 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   Thank you.

12 Our first bid is from J. E. Foster. 

13 F, as in Frank, O-S-T-E-R, Building Company.

14 This bid is in the amount of

15 $34,250.00.

16 CHIEF SPIEGEL:   It’s taped --

17 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   That is lovely. 

18 Wish they all were that easy.

19 This bid is from ICON Contracting. 

20 I-C-O-N.

21 The total amount of this bid is

22 $35,495.00.

23 Okay.  The next bid is from Integra. 

24 I-N, as in Nancy, T, as in Tom, E-G-R-A

25 Construction Company.
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1 The total of this bid is $47,920.00.

2 Our fourth and final bid is from ICS

3 Construction Services.

4 The total of this bid is $49,270.00.

5 Chief Spiegel, please review these

6 bids for specification compliance and return a

7 recommendation to the Board of Directors.

8 CHIEF SPIEGEL:   Yes, ma’am.

9 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   That concludes

10 the Secretary’s Report.

11 DIRECTOR GANS:   Thank you.

12 It’s now time for the Treasurer’s

13 Report.

14 DIRECTOR HARRIS:   We have disburse-

15 ments in the amount of $386,165.83 for the

16 period.

17 We have three checks over $5,000.00.

18 Check number 43114 to UNUM in the

19 amount of $5,556.10.

20 It’s July billing for life, long-

21 term, short-term, disability, accidental death

22 and dismemberment.

23 Check number 43098 to United Health

24 Care in the amount of $201,314.32.

25 That is July health insurance.
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1 Check number 43097 to Central County

2 911, in the amount of $149,475.29.

3 Those are the collect -- collections

4 for dispatch services.

5 Are there any questions?

6 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   I have none.

7 DIRECTOR GANS:   Well, I had very

8 few, compared to the last time, when I had the

9 most I’ve ever had.

10 (General chuckles.)

11 DIRECTOR GANS:   This time, I had

12 among the least I’ve ever had.  They’ve been

13 answered with a copy to the public file.

14 The only item that triggers a

15 comment is the total service costs, which

16 Michelle responded.  Addressed that question.

17 And she doesn’t disagree with my

18 comment about the possibility of, well, we should

19 be prudent and examine our costs and this is an

20 area where we’ve, through the years, changed

21 companies.

22 So, the timing for doing that isn’t

23 good, now.

24 So, Chief and Michelle, I’d ask you

25 to put that on a future -- four or five months
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1 from now, let’s take a look at that, again.

2 Do we know when we last, when we

3 changed to Paychex?

4 MS. DEPEW:  We have not changed in

5 the ten years that I’ve been here.

6 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   Oh.

7 MS. DEPEW:  Yeah.

8 DIRECTOR GANS:   Oh.  Okay.  We

9 must’ve changed the lock before you left --

10 before you came, I mean, because we -- we -- we

11 did make several changes, again, a ben -- a

12 benefit and detriment of being here a long time.

13 I remember us changing to Payroll

14 One and there was another company.

15 There were three different companies

16 and we changed kinda often between them.

17 And it wasn’t in -- in an effort to

18 try and lower the costs, necessarily.  It was

19 poor service and what we figured out in one case,

20 I think, was high costs.

21 Anyway, this is one of those things,

22 it’d be a good idea to check out and make sure

23 the price is competitive.

24 I know the work is complicated, so

25 make sure whoever would bid that they can do the
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1 work.

2 But, let’s -- let’s come back to

3 that, later in the year.

4 MS. DEPEW:  Agreed and understood. 

5 And I think in my response to you I did indicate

6 that I’ve not (speaking to fast to be

7 understood).

8 On a normal regular bases, I meet

9 with the other payroll companies just to see

10 price (not clear).

11 And I do meet with Paychex annually,

12 to review our pricing and review our services and

13 -- but, agreed.

14 DIRECTOR GANS:   Okay.

15 MS. DEPEW:  (speaking too fast to

16 understand) once we become (not clear) and --

17 DIRECTOR GANS:   Okay.

18 MS. DEPEW:  (not clear)

19 DIRECTOR GANS:   So I have no other

20 questions.

21 DIRECTOR HARRIS:     And I have no

22 questions, other than those that were responded

23 to within the public file.

24 In reviewing these disbursements,

25 they appear to be reasonable and necessary in the
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1 conduct of the District’s business.

2 Chief Spiegel, were these checks

3 prepared per your recommendation?

4 CHIEF SPIEGEL:   Yes, they were.

5 DIRECTOR HARRIS:     Do they violate

6 any state statutes or constitute installment

7 payments?

8 CHIEF SPIEGEL:   None that I’m aware

9 of.

10 DIRECTOR HARRIS:     I make a motion

11 that we accept the disbursements as prepared.

12 DIRECTOR GANS:   I will second the

13 motion.

14 Any further discussion?

15 (No response.)

16 DIRECTOR GANS:   All in favor?

17 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   Aye.

18 DIRECTOR HARRIS:     Aye.

19 DIRECTOR GANS:   Aye.

20 Motion passes three to nothing.

21 Do you have anything else, Mister

22 Treasurer?

23 DIRECTOR HARRIS:     Just one quick

24 comment.

25 Today, in 1812, not to be funny, but
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1 the United States declared war on Great Britain

2 and thus beginning the War of 1812.

3 And while there were many low

4 points, one of the high points in the war was

5 Lake Erie, where Oliver Hazard Perry struggled

6 mightily to get ships built, rigged, provide

7 weapons and staff and then actually get them into

8 the lake, because they were within a port that

9 had limited access.

10 He did all of that, anticipated by

11 the British to be a simple conquest.

12 He fought a strategic battle.  At

13 one point, due to his other largest ship; there

14 were two large ships, stayed out of the fray.

15 He had nearly lost the flag ship.

16 He jumped into his row board,

17 literally just a -- a long boat and headed to the

18 other ship, which he then commanded, winning the

19 day, Lake Erie, and the Great Lakes, which were

20 the roadway to new men and material for the War

21 of 1812 and provided an integral element in our

22 success.

23 So, sadly, when the war ended in

24 December of 1814, the last battle was not fought

25 until several weeks later in the town of New
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1 Orleans.

2 And we’ve all heard the song, well,

3 if you’re my age, you’ve heard the song about it.

4 Andrew Jackson did win that battle,

5 but, unfortunately, it was after the war was

6 over.

7 And that concludes the Treasurer’s

8 Report.

9 DIRECTOR GANS:   Thank you.

10 Chief’s Report?

11 CHIEF SPIEGEL:   Yes, sir.  We’ve

12 included the May financials for the Board review

13 and comment.

14 MS. DEPEW:  On page --

15 DIRECTOR GANS:   I have one --

16 MS. DEPEW:   -- eleven --

17 DIRECTOR GANS:    -- question.

18 MS. DEPEW:  Do you have any

19 questions?

20 DIRECTOR GANS:   I just have one.

21 Out of District billing, through

22 May, seems to be off.  Behind.

23 MS. DEPEW:  Once again, this is

24 based upon the method of accounting that we use.

25 So, January and February are moved
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1 back to December.

2 DIRECTOR GANS:   I ask that every

3 time.

4 MS. DEPEW:  You ask it every time.

5 So, it may appear to be off, --

6 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   Okay.

7 MS. DEPEW:   -- but it will -- it

8 will not be off --

9 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   Very --

10 MS. DEPEW: -- by the end of the

11 year.

12 CHIEF SPIEGEL: Chief Harper did

13 check with Mediclaims and informed me and we are

14 within one percent of (not clear).

15 DIRECTOR GANS:   All right.  And, of

16 course, Michelle guaranteed it, so, --

17 MS. DEPEW:  Right.

18 (Speaking over each other.)

19 CHIEF SPIEGEL:   She guaranteed it,

20 so, I think we’re solid.

21 DIRECTOR GANS:   All right.  That’s

22 the only question I have.

23 Anyone else?

24 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   I have none.

25 DIRECTOR HARRIS:     I have no
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1 questions.

2 DIRECTOR GANS:   We’re in good

3 shape, over all, which is what, of course, the

4 bottom line --

5 MS. DEPEW:  That --

6 DIRECTOR GANS:    -- and most

7 important line --

8 MS. DEPEW:  That is correct.

9 DIRECTOR GANS:   Okay.

10 DIRECTOR HARRIS:     That’s why I

11 noted that on -- at the end of the financials.

12 DIRECTOR GANS:   All right.  Chief,

13 is that it?

14 CHIEF SPIEGEL:   Item B, we already

15 tabled, --

16 DIRECTOR GANS:   All right.

17 CHIEF SPIEGEL:    -- so, I hopeful

18 to have a recommendation in the next open

19 meeting.

20 DIRECTOR GANS:   All right.  Here we

21 go.  Time for the Attorney’s Report.

22 ATTORNEY HOFFMAN: I do not have a

23 report, today.

24 DIRECTOR GANS:   All right.  That

25 takes us to New Business.
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1 I sent an email out, with a copy to

2 the public -- public file, with suggested dates

3 for July meetings.

4 And I know Robin replied that Jean

5 and I should set them and then he would just

6 magically appear at the meetings.

7 (General chuckles.)

8 DIRECTOR GANS:   Since that time, we

9 have an additional activity that we’re going to

10 participate in.

11 That is, we’re going to be paying a

12 visit to the Safety Trailer at Metro West.

13 So, I threw out dates for that, as

14 well and I didn’t pay atten -- well, actually, I

15 -- I  shouldn’t say I didn’t pay attention,

16 because if -- if you look at the dates I threw

17 out for our meetings, they start the second week

18 of July and the dates for the -- the visit to

19 Metro West are the first week.

20 So, let’s start with the first week,

21 which is our visit to Metro West.

22 Does everyone have those times and

23 dates that I threw out there?

24 It was in an email with a copy to

25 the public file and today at 10:14 A.M.
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1 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   Oh, okay. 

2 Sorry.  I didn’t see it.

3 Today, at 10:14?

4 DIRECTOR GANS:   Hm-hm.

5 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   Okay.

6 DIRECTOR HARRIS:     I saw it.

7 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   I see it, now.

8 July, --

9 DIRECTOR GANS:   Even though we

10 could visit on the 4th of July, I did leave it out

11 of the --

12 I think they’ll be open, but it

13 probably won’t be as wild about doing this on the

14 4th.

15 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   July 2nd works

16 for me.

17 DIRECTOR GANS:   All right.  What

18 time --

19 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   Or, July 5th.

20 DIRECTOR GANS:    -- is best?

21 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   I am completely

22 free both days.

23 DIRECTOR GANS:   The 2nd and the 5th?

24 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   Yes.

25 DIRECTOR GANS:   All right.  How --
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1 how about if we do the 2nd, -- what?

2 DIRECTOR HARRIS:     I’m going to

3 say, I’m going -- I know that I can not make the

4 2nd.  It’s possible I could make the 5th.

5 DIRECTOR GANS:   Then, let’s do it

6 the 2nd.

7 (General laughter.)

8 DIRECTOR HARRIS:     Good plan. 

9 Good plan.

10 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   And we could do

11 -- we could do either the 1st, or the 3rd, after

12 seven p.m., but my thought is that we can’t --

13 DIRECTOR GANS:   All right.

14 Well, because Robin, I’m sure, wants

15 to go, if he can, let’s do it the 5th.

16 DIRECTOR HARRIS:     And I’ll let

17 you know.

18 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   Perfect.

19 DIRECTOR GANS:   And, so, I said

20 anytime between 11:30 A.M. and four p.m.

21 So, any preference there?

22 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   No.  None at

23 all.  We’ll leave that to Robin.

24 DIRECTOR HARRIS:     I -- I don’t

25 know my schedule beyond the 2nd.  I just know that
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1 I’m working on the 2nd.

2 DIRECTOR GANS:   Okay.  Then, how

3 about if we do a -- on the 5th, at 1:30?

4 DIRECTOR HARRIS:     Is that right

5 after you buy lunch?

6 DIRECTOR GANS:   No.  It’s after I

7 eat lunch, you guys can watch, so that’s right

8 after my entire lunch.

9 DIRECTOR HARRIS:     Oh.

10 DIRECTOR GANS:   So, July 5th at

11 1:30?

12 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   Perfect.

13 DIRECTOR GANS:   Okay.  And that

14 will not be an official meeting of the Board. 

15 That’s -- the Board will be attending an event on

16 that date at Metro West Headquarters/House Three.

17 DIRECTOR HARRIS:     Would you want

18 to have a meeting preceding that and then go from

19 here, in order to optimize the schedule?

20 DIRECTOR GANS:   We could. 

21 Although, -- no.

22 CHIEF SPIEGEL:   That could disrupt

23 a little bit of time critical on -- if we’re

24 going to pursue the Safety Trailer, there’s some

25 time constraints.
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1 So, the first open, in July, if the

2 Board chooses to approve that, a little bit

3 further than that first Open Meeting.

4 DIRECTOR GANS:   What if we do it

5 after?

6 MS. DEPEW:  Probably there’s some

7 time to close.

8 DIRECTOR GANS:   So, you’re saying,

9 visit the Metro West visit and then hold the

10 Monarch Meeting at House Five and -- afterwards?

11 The history of our District shows

12 that we used to occasionally have meetings at

13 House Five.

14 CHIEF SPIEGEL:   Well, the

15 recommendation is kinda hinging on the Board’s

16 visit and approval of this.

17

18 DIRECTOR GANS:   Right.  So we visit

19 and then we meet immediately after to possibly

20 approve.  Okay?

21 CHIEF SPIEGEL:   Make your decision

22 then?

23 DIRECTOR GANS:   All right.  We have

24 to take the whole show on the road.

25 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   Oh, boy.
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1 (General chuckles.)

2 MS. DEPEW:  Right.  

3 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   I’ll make my

4 little --

5 DIRECTOR HARRIS:     Well, we have

6 to come this way, so --

7  DIRECTOR GANS:   This gives --

8 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   It doesn’t

9 matter to me.  I’m totally flexible.  Whatever

10 you want to do.

11 DIRECTOR HARRIS:     I may not --

12 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   Whatever is best

13 for the District.

14 DIRECTOR HARRIS:     -- be

15 available.

16 DIRECTOR GANS:   All right.  Who --

17 everyone in the room, what do we think about

18 meeting at House Five?

19 If you like that, raise your hand.

20 If you like meeting here,

21 afterwards, raise your hand.

22

23 CHIEF SPIEGEL:   The staff will be

24 at your discretion.

25 (General chuckles.)
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1 CHIEF SPIEGEL:   We’re the ones --

2 we’re going to be in the District.

3 DIRECTOR GANS:   It will be an Open

4 Meeting.

5 MS. LONG: How will you do the

6 recording at House Five?

7 DIRECTOR GANS:   Could you please

8 walk up to the microphone?

9 (General laughter.)

10 DIRECTOR GANS:   And state your

11 name?

12 DIRECTOR HARRIS:     Would you

13 prefer that it makes the time line more optimal

14 if we move that and do that -- hold it on the 2nd?

15 And it’s kind of --

16 DIRECTOR GANS:   You know what? 

17 Let’s not try and squeeze all this in.

18 So, let’s go with the visit on the

19 5th.

20 Let’s go with a meeting the next

21 week.

22 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   Okay.

23 DIRECTOR GANS:   We’re -- we’re

24 looking at the 10th, 11th, through 12.

25 That still fits the time-line. 
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1 Right, Cary?

2 CHIEF SPIEGEL:   Yes, it does.

3 DIRECTOR GANS:   Okay.  So, let’s do

4 that.

5 So, we’ll meet at 1:30 on the 5th for

6 our visit.

7 Now, we’re looking at an Open

8 Meeting and I suggested the 10th, 11th, or 12th.  I

9 gave some times in that original email.

10 That was Monday at 7:49 P.M., to the

11 Directors with a copy to the public file.

12 Do you guys have that?

13 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   Yes.

14 DIRECTOR GANS:   Do you have a

15 choice?

16 Well, you don’t get a choice.

17 And, Jean, what -- what’s your --

18 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   Okay.  Honestly,

19 every one of the dates and times, that you

20 suggested, fits my schedule perfectly.

21 DIRECTOR GANS:   Okay.  Then let’s

22 -- hold on one sec.  I’ll get a calendar.

23 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   And, I’m

24 completely fine with the daytime meetings, as

25 well.  We had a preference of daytime over
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1 evening.

2 DIRECTOR GANS:   So, how about July

3 11th at 1:30?

4 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   Okay.

5 DIRECTOR GANS:   That’ll be an Open

6 Meeting.

7 The following week, we’re looking at

8 a Closed Meeting.  I -- we have all five days of

9 the week.

10 Any preference?

11 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   No.

12 DIRECTOR GANS:   All right.  So, in

13 keeping with -- there is nothing we’re keeping

14 with.

15 So, let’s go with the 16th at 1:30

16 for a Closed.

17 The following week, an Open Meeting.

18 Any choice there?

19 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   I have nothing.

20 DIRECTOR GANS:   What?

21 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   I have nothing.

22 DIRECTOR GANS:   Okay.  Then I will

23 want to back -- back that with Central County, so

24 we’re looking at the 25th.

25 Central County is at 4:30.  I need
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1 to leave by Four.  An Open Meeting.

2 Let’s make it a three o’clock Open

3 Meeting on the 25th.

4 DIRECTOR GANS:   And then the last

5 week of July.  Any preference?

6 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   Oh, hold on one

7 second.

8 No.  I don’t think so.  Looks all

9 good.

10 DIRECTOR GANS:   All right.  Let’s

11 go with the 30th at 1:30.

12 Everyone have that, that needs it?

13 (No oral response.)

14 DIRECTOR GANS:   All right.  We’ll

15 get those posted.

16 Keep in mind, those are subject to

17 change.  If we do need to change, for any reason,

18 it will be on the website.  It will be posted

19 appropriately within the restraints of the

20 Sunshine -- confines of the Sunshine Law.

21 Any other New Business?

22 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   I have none.

23 DIRECTOR GANS:   Hearing none, any

24 Unfinished Business?

25 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   I have none.
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1 DIRECTOR GANS:   Hearing none, a

2 motion to adjourn.

3 (Inaudible remark.)

4 DIRECTOR GANS:   Nope, no Closed.

5 Motion to adjourn --

6 DIRECTOR HARRIS:   Second.

7 DIRECTOR GANS:  -- the Open Meeting.

8 DIRECTOR HARRIS:   Second.

9 DIRECTOR GANS:   All in favor?

10 DIRECTOR MILLNER:   Aye.

11 DIRECTOR HARRIS:   Aye.

12 DIRECTOR GANS:   Aye.

13 Motion passes.  We are adjourned and

14 off the record.

15 Thank you for coming.

16 (Whereupon, the meeting as adjourned at

17 2:35 P.M., as described above.

18 Note that these proceedings were

19 recorded by the Monarch Fire Protection District

20 and transcribed by Virginia L. Long.)

21

22

23    

24  

25
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